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After 16 years of creating California-
cool style via her eponymous line, 

Los Angeles designer Jenni Kayne 
brings that same sensibility to a  
new collection of home goods.  

By Brianna Kovan

NESTING 
INSTINCT

Kayne and her 
two labradoodles 

in front of the 
Jenni Kayne 

Airstream trailer. 
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“I gravitate toward a neutral, natural pal-
ette because it allows you to layer things,” 
says California designer Jenni Kayne, who 
launched her namesake line of minimalist 
separates at 19 with seed money from her fa-
ther, a Los Angeles oil investor. (She prompt-
ly dropped out of the Otis College of Art and 
Design.) Sixteen years later, Kayne, now 35, is 
translating her enviable aesthetic to interiors 
via a 30-piece home-goods collection that 
exemplifies her ultracurated California life-
style. To kick off the line this fall, Kayne & Co. 
are traveling cross-country in a refurbished 
1957 Airstream trailer (shown on page 200) 
outfitted with the collection’s alpaca throws, 
Peruvian handwoven pillows, and candles 
inspired by West Coast locales. But with kids 
of her own, Kayne prioritizes practicality 
above all else: “The most important rule is 
knowing what your reality is. You don’t have 
to sacrifice style for comfort or children,” she 
says, referencing her kids, Ripley, six, and 
Tanner, nine. “My white sofa’s slipcovered. 
It’s easy to clean!” [Laughs] (Kayne and her 
husband, real estate agent Richard Ehrlich, 
are expecting their third child in January.)

While they build a California ranch of their 
own in nearby Mandeville Canyon—inspired 
by the natural adobe plaster of Georgia 
O’Keeffe’s New Mexico homestead, Kayne 
says—the family has taken up residence in 
Los Angeles’s posh Brentwood neighbor-
hood, in a home she displays here. 

Ripley, Jenni, and Tanner in 
an oversize leather lounger 
from former L.A. design store 
Emmerson Troop (left); a 
bonfire-inspired Ash candle 
honors summer nights on 
Lake Tahoe (right).

“I love old kilims and 
caftans, but it’s difficult 

to find them large 
enough,” Kayne says, “so 
I’ll layer a thin flat-weave 
jute underneath a natural 

kilim.” Her living room, 
the house’s most-used 

space, also features a 
fig tree, a pair of Robert 
Graham statues, and an 
oak tree photograph by 

Rodney Graham.

Alpaca Basket-Weave 
pillows from the Jenni 

Kayne Home collection 
(left); Kayne arranges 

seasonal bouquets (right).
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